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About This Game

Inspired by games like Don't Starve, Starbound and The Legend of Zelda, Adventure Craft combines the best elements of these
games together with procedural game design! Adventure Craft takes place in a MASSIVE, virtually endless, constantly evolving,

PROCEDURALLY GENERATED world, created on the fly by a special algorithm that arranges the game's content and
characters to create a living and breathing world for you to play in. The more you explore the world the LARGER it gets and no

two worlds will be exactly the same.

GAME FEATURES

EXPLORE a vast, virtually endless, procedurally generated world, featuring multiple biomes inhabited by their own
wildlife and monsters

EXPERIENCE a full Day/Night cycle that constantly changes the gameplay experience based on the time of the day

DESCEND into a deep dark cave system full of extreme dangers, treasure and powerful monsters that fear the sun of
the world above

CRAFT a large variety of weapons and equipment with lots of materials and loot

BUILD a home and customize it to fit your personality with decorations and furnishings

CREATE custom party members in a cloning vat and customize their AI through the AI creator
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TRAIN a pet attack dog who grows and learns new abilities over time
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Title: Adventure Craft
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Edible Entertainment
Publisher:
Edible Entertainment
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.5GHz or equivalent processor.

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated GPU with 256 MB memory, shader version 4 capable

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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Its really early yet but well playable.
If you like testing and figuring things out by your own then go for it.
Stay away if you are looking for a game that leads you by your hand.
It's already a lot of content in it and i would think it's enough for sticking around may 10 hours or so.
Anyway for me it's way too early to enjoy but if the developer keep the good work going, it will rock once it's out.. The game is
making alot of progress. There is still a steep learning curve and the lack of creating twine is difficult for beginners lol. When I
played it, I enjoyed it. Then I turned it off to wait for some development.

Give it a go, couldn't hurt.. A great game with high potential.. nice gama, buy it. GEM-ALERT!

just bought it and played 7 hrs straight (with many more to come)

if you like games like "Crashlands" then this is the right one...

a bit more "pixaleted", a bit more EA (but with awesome updates so far as far as I can say that because of the 2 patch-logs i saw
so far)

BUT THIS IS SERIOUS FUN FFS!

Combat can be tricky, you need to kite like hell or you die, but again, if you liked something like "Crashlands", youre used to
the fact that this is a core gameplay mechanic (and it woudn\u00b4t be very fun otherwise)

the game docks straight to the "collectors area" in your brain... beautiful...

I have tears in my eyes when I see the low count of reviews or the fact that there is not going on much in the forums...

this is a Indie-Gem... period... even in the current state...

try it, and if you like it, tell it to everyone! those guys deserve it very well!

nice one Edible!

---------

For my fellow germans:
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S\u00fc\u00dfes, lustiges 8-Bit Survival-Spiel. Stand heute (ver. 1.04) auch nicht mehr ganz so schwer, da z.B. die R\u00fcstung
ein wenig l\u00e4nger h\u00e4lt.

Alles in Allem vielleicht \u00b4n F\u00fcnfer zu teuer, aber dennoch jede Menge Spa\u00df und die
Hoffnung,d\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665da noch so einiges kommt.

Bin gerade dabei \u00b4ne kleine LP-Serie zu machen, da ja ansonsten kaum was zu finden ist:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Sg-5hPlGBDs

Viel Spa\u00df. The UI and controls aren't very good, which made me refund the game. None of the controls are rebindable
either, which is ridiculous. It's needs more time. This game SCREAMS for proper controller support also, which it currently
doesn't have.. Already a stellar game in early access with lots of potential to grow. Keep up the great work!
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Game is not updated very often the idea is nice needs more content. Months before next update gets released. Only a few
working on it. but not abandoned though as i origianly thought had to check a forum and saw a developer post. If they continue
to work on it should be great little gem although if you like to be informed about progress maybe not the best pick. I am going to
recomend not becase it has everything but because i like the concept and it could be great. As of right now this game is not
ready for gamers. The interface is unintuitive. It's not at all possible to know where to get any materials. You will die every night
with the hordes of enemies that come out. Everything in this game just feels like a chore with no real progress or fulfillment..
Adventure craft is an amazing game even in early acces. There is a lot to explore and make. So far I have been enjoying this
game. I can't wait for the multiplayer to come!. Great game, if you like to explore, craft and fight. Lots of fun, but I keep losing
time when I try to play. Sit down for 20 minutes and next thing I know it has been hours. The devs do watch the forum and
quickly work on fixes and features.. So far, I've been enjoying it for the ammount of hours I've been playing it. It's pretty
addicting for me since i tried the demo. I haven't really picked up any survival-type games like this before so getting my hands
on the demo actually surprised me with how addicting it was. I ended up playing it for almost a week and a half straight just
waiting for the game's release. It runs nicely on my cheap-ish gaming pc, the difficulty\/learning curve is alright. I like the idea
with the way the game handles you dying a lot. The game it's self is... It's... kind of like The Legend of Zelda meets Don't
Starve. And if you like The Legend of Zelda & Don't Starve, it's worth giving it a try.

Edit: Please do keep in mind, the game is EXTREMELY unforgiving. If you die twice before you can get your stuff back, you
lose everything you had on you.. This is a very frustrating game to play. Progression is very slow and just when you start getting
some tools and equipment made you die on your way to pick up the equipment you lost when you died a few minutes before and
it's all gone! Welcome to starting from scratch! Add to that a poorly balanced crafting system and just impossibly difficult
enemies.... I can't believe this game don't have more reviews and following. It is better than Don't Starve IMO. Please keep
working on it and don't stop.. Its really early yet but well playable.
If you like testing and figuring things out by your own then go for it.
Stay away if you are looking for a game that leads you by your hand.
It's already a lot of content in it and i would think it's enough for sticking around may 10 hours or so.
Anyway for me it's way too early to enjoy but if the developer keep the good work going, it will rock once it's out.
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